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or oil . Fears of aWorld energ ;crisis have'been postponed
?erhaps for centuries . It is now

,
our task to apply the technolo-;y

that has been developed to bring to all men a supply of energy
sufficient to meet their needs . The technology is ready, the
world needs electricity, and we can expect to see a continuing
shift away from new fossil-fuel stations toward new nuclear
stations .

A great and exhausting debate has been raging between
those who question the safety of nuclear power plants and those
who defend them. The emotion generated by this discussion must
not be allowed to conceal the essential fâcts of the situation .
The nuclear industry has an outstanding record of safe operation .
No other industry -- and this for obvious reasons -- has bee n
as conscious of its obligations to protect its wor? :ers, the publicand. the environment itself . In a -uorld in --rhic;z evert-one every
day is exposed to innumerable hazards, we must keep a ser,se of
proportion. Man 'would be foolish indeed to deny himself a source
of energy that he sorely needs . This planet has yielded up the
fossil fuels that permitted us to launch our industries . But
fossil fuels cannot sustain us through the centuries, and I
say this in the full realization that mankind may have to learn
to limit its energy consumption . T,rhen we consider the risks
of nuclear power, we must also weigh against them the risks that
i-rill arise if we turn away from nuclear power . Not only the
risks that arise from the~ alternatives that we . can temporarily
emnloy -- coal, oil and gas -- but also the ri-',-,s that would
arise were the nations, facing a global shortage of energy, to
come into conflict over the sharing of what was left .

I do not wish to be misunderstood on this question .
I do not suggest that problems do not exist or that they are
capable of simple solutions -- rather that they are capable of
management at an acceptable cost if adequate resources are
brought to bear .

Peace is more than the absence of war . To have
neace we must build a world society in vrhich man can express his
oersonality and develop his potential without attac :cing his neigh-
bour or coveting his goods . That is why nuclear fission has such
a S-reat contribution to make to the building of a peaceful world,
and to the eradication of poverty. Substantial efforts have been
made by the United Nations, by the International Atomic Energy
Agency, and by individual countries in this Great endeavour . My
oVm country has played an important part by co-operating with
developing countries in their own nuclear power programmes .

Perhaps it is well, however, to add a word of caution
based upon our own experience . Nuclear energy is only a too l
for economic development . It has its linitations . It is massively
expensive . Only the richest and most highly industrialized
countries'can af`'ord the experimentation that is essential to
the development of the technology .
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